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services has not risen spectacularly during the 1989-98 period (Table 1) .
1 On average, growth rates for world commercial service trade were 2 percentage points higher than for world merchandise trade but in 1998 merchandise trade still comprised four fifths of world total trade, i.e. only 3 percentage points lower than roughly a decade before. For developing countries, the contribution of service exports to their total trade was even declining. While in 1989 services accounted for 17 per cent of developing countries' total exports, this share had declined to 16.3 per cent nine year later indicating higher growth rates of merchandise exports than for commercial service exports originating in developing countries. For developed countries, the expected result of higher growth in commercial services than in merchandise exports materialised. As a result, developing countries achieved to raise their share in world merchandise trade by more than 3 percentage points (from 19.1 per cent to 22.5 per cent) while their share in world commercial exports stagnated at the 17 per cent level.
As concerns the country distribution of service exports among the developing countries, it does not come as a surprise that the group of leading suppliers of manufactures largely overlaps with the group of leading exporters of services. Yet, the overlap is not complete (Table 2) . Egypt and Turkey, two countries with little success only in exporting manufactures, emerge as more important exporters of services, while Mexico ranging among the top ten of developing countries' exporters of manufactures, scored significantly worse in exporting services.
The modest performance of developing countries as exporters of services fits into the broad sectoral pattern of service exports. During the nineties, the share of The year 1989 has been taken as the reference year because detailed GATT reporting on commercial services trade started in that year.
traditional service exports (such as travel and transport) in total commercial services declined while that of so-called other commercial services (often referred to as producer services) rose sharply [WTO, 1999: 74] . This is not surprising since it is in human capital intensive producer services (financial services, communication services, and marketing services) where developed countries are expected to enjoy comparative advantages and where the emergence of new markets has been benefited from technological innovations originating from and introduced in developed countries.
II. South-North Exports of Services in Detail:
The US Import Pattern A first glance on the US import pattern in services in general and toward developing economies in particular underlines the cautioning view toward services as a trade engine. During the nineties, US imports of services rose about as fast as imports of merchandise goods so that the share of services in total US imports stagnated at the 15 per cent level (Table 3) . As concerns imports from developing countries, the same initial share of 15 per cent in total US imports from developing economies even declined to 13 per cent since US imports in merchandise goods from these economies rose annually by 2 percentage points faster than imports of services. Hence, again, as in world trade, US trade figures reveal the nineties as a decade of flourishing merchandise exports from developing countries rather than service exports. Breaking aggregate service trade data down to four major sectors (travel and passenger fares, other transportation (basically maritime and air transport including port services), royalties and fees as well as other private services) yields a simple explanation why developing countries were less successful than other suppliers. They concentrate their supply on traditional travel and transport services the demand of which has grown underproportionately relative to payments for knowledge use (royalties and fees) and other private services which include the so-called producer services like financial services and software services (Table 4) . While the two latter categories accounted for more than 35 per cent of total US world service imports in 1998 (after 25 per cent nine years before), US imports from developing countries in these two categories accounted for only 28 per cent of service imports from developing countries (after 16 per cent in 1989). To put it differently, the first two categories concentrate on consumer services plus merchandise trade related services. They have grown proportionately to growth of GDP and growth of merchandise trade, respectively. In these sectors, developing countries' advantages are based on competitive unskilled labour in air and maritime transport, or repair and maintenance in port services. In addition, policy factors such as bilateral cargo sharing in maritime transport have automatically favoured countries with a high volume in merchandise trade, in particular non-traditional goods, thus tightening the link between merchandise trade and transport-related service exports. The two other categories, however are "separated" or "disembodied" using the wellknown Sampson/Snape and Bhagwati terms and have benefited strongly from information technology (IT) innovations. Their emergence reflects profound structural changes within tertiary activities toward high value-added information production. This is not to say that the IT innovations have bypassed developing economies but rather that many developing countries lack the locational prerequisites to make the rapid diffusion of such innovations to developing countries profitable. Such prerequisites are basically human skills which must not be necessarily oriented toward supplying the local market but must enable countries to provide software services for world markets by using their homebase endowment.
To highlight the composition of these "transmitted information services" (in Arndt's terms) in US imports and the role of developing countries as suppliers of such services, Appendix Table 1 offers the absolute amount of US imports in 1998 broken down by individual service categories. It is noteworthy that US figures allow for distinguishing between unaffiliated trade disaggregated by categories and affiliated trade ("intra-firm trade") on an aggregate basis. The latter comprises US parent companies' purchases from their foreign affiliates as well as US affiliates' purchases from their foreign parents 2 . Following the distinction between intra-firm trade and unaffiliated trade, a strongly different pattern of US 2 Due to the residency principle in the balance of payments accounting, another channel of selling services in international markets is not classified as cross-border trade: When foreign affiliates of US companies sell services in the host country or when non-US affiliates operating in the US sell services in the US, both sorts of transactions are classified as domestic trade because affiliates of multinational corporations are regarded as residents of the host country. To the extent that this delivery of services affects developing regions, it is discussed below.
total service imports vs imports from developing countries can be exhibited. In 1998, about sixty per cent of total imports were not party-related while forty per cent were intra-firm trade. The latter trade was equally divided into US parent companies' imports from their affiliates and imports of affiliates operating in the US from their parent companies. The 40/60 per cent ratio proved stable over the nineties. In contrast to this distribution, much more imports in services from developing countries 3 were unaffiliated so that only 20 per cent of US imports from these countries were intra-firm trade. In 1989, this share amounted to 13 per cent only. The low intra-firm trade in these producer services originating from developing countries mirrors the sectoral pattern of US foreign direct investment in service industries which is clustered more on OECD countries than has been the Developing countries are neither the major foreign investors nor are part in a world-wide network of non-US companies producing services in developing countries and exporting them to their affiliates in the US. Therefore, it is not surprising that in affiliated trade US parents take the lion's share when importing from their affiliates abroad. In unaffiliated trade, two categories dominate if tax haven economies are disregarded, i.e., services in telecommunications on the one hand and business, professional and technical services on the other hand. Financial services, insurance and education lag behind these two categories. Unlike in manufacturing where Asian exports usually dominate over Latin American exports, both regions are at equal footing in exporting producer services (Tables 5  and 6 ). That means that the distinction between large relatively inward-oriented Latin American economies and small relatively outward oriented Asian economies which has been relevant in manufactured exports for long time becomes somewhat blurred in services. Thus, an inward-oriented country like India is as important as seller of telecom or business services as it is Singapore or Hong Kong. Furthermore, the NAFTA-partner Mexico ranges next to total Europe as the largest individual seller of telecom services to the US.
The sub-sector "business, professional and technical services" includes a number of heterogeneous activities and therefore impedes further reaching analyses at that level of disaggregation. Appendix Table 2 provides more details on the nature of these activities. It is in this sub-sector where the most frequently cited "success story" of developing countries as suppliers of high skilled business services can be identified, i.e. the Indian software industry. 4 Indeed, data yield that in 1998 Indian companies which were unaffiliated to US companies exported computer and data processing services to the US worth 64 mill. US$, i.e. 17 per cent of total US imports in this activity. Corresponding data for 1997 were 4 mill. only. However, putting the 1998 figure into a perspective, it means no more than 0.8 per cent of total Indian merchandise exports to the US in 1998, less than total Indian pepper exports to the US and only 80 per cent of a single textile product, table linen made of cotton. These service exports would have only ranked at 15th place among the 25 leading 6-digit HS merchandise exports to the US [Trade Data Online: http://strategis.ic.gc.ca/]. Yet, aggregated over all developing countries, computer and data processing services are the industry with the highest share of 4 For more details on this industry, see Arora, Arunachalam [1999] .
developing country supply. In 1998, about 30 per cent of US imports in this industry originated from developing countries, with India as the largest single supplier (Table 6 ).
As concerns sales of services of US majority-owned foreign affiliates (MOFAs) operating in developing countries, there are no data distinguishing between local sales and foreign sales by host countries of the affiliate. For world-wide sales of services of all US affiliates, it has been shown that sales by affiliates were predominantly local sales. In 1997, 82 per cent of world-wide sales of services of MOFAs were transactions with customers residing in the same country as the affiliate [US, Dept. of Commerce, Survey of Current Business, October 1999: 60]. If we assume this share to hold also for affiliates operating in developing countries this would mean that MOFAs' services sold from their host base in developing countries to other countries comprised about 15 per cent of US imports of services from developing countries, hence a relatively small figure.
III. What Drives Developing Countries' Competitiveness in Services?
The empirical pattern of South-North service exports in the nineties does not support the optimistic notion that services have been a stronger engine for export growth in developing countries than the manufacturing sector. One clue to explain this pattern is the importance of locationally immobile factors. As in merchandise trade, developing countries as service exporters benefit from unskilled labour and natural resource abundance (the latter being important for the tourist industry). To the extent that labour-intensive services are joint products of labour-intensive manufacturing (like the entire distribution sector), the overlap between those suppliers which are successful as exporters of manufactured products and those which export services in transportation and cargo handling is large. The overlap can increase if regulations such as bilateral cargo sharing and bilateral aviation agreements prevent other suppliers than the origin and destination country from breaking into the transport market. countries to become suppliers of tourist services even if a strong export base in manufactures does not exist (such as in Kenya). Both consumer services, goods-related and person-related services, seem to have grown at similar rates as manufactured exports. They clearly lag behind the rapid growth of business or producer services which have emerged in the course of technological innovations. However, few developing countries only seem to have been able to host production factors such as IT-software specialists which can compete internationally, for instance, India's computer software industry and Mexican telecommunication services. It is this knowledge pool which is a prerequisite for benefiting from innovations in information-transmitted services. Foreign direct investment has also in this case been instrumental to deepen the link between the local knowledge pool and international clients.
Interestingly, financial services originating from the banking centres Hong Kong and Singapore play a minor role, probably because offshore banking services are not included in the statistics. This points to the general caveat of an inadequate reporting system which strongly impedes more in-depth empirical research. 
